A model for decision support in signal triage.
Spontaneous reporting of suspected adverse drug reactions (ADRs) has long been a cornerstone of pharmacovigilance. With the increasingly large volume of ADRs, regulatory agencies, scientific/academic organizations and marketing authorization holders have applied statistical tools to assist in signal detection by identifying disproportionate reporting relationships in spontaneous reporting databases. These tools have generated large numbers of signals defined as drug-ADR reporting associations that meet specified statistical criteria. The challenge is to identify which signals are most likely to be medically important and therefore warrant priority for further investigation. Decisions related to signal triage are often complex and are based on a combination of clinical, epidemiological, pharmacological and regulatory criteria. There are no specific regulations, guidelines or standards that provide an objective basis for these decisions. This paper describes preliminary work to identify and quantify the specific factors that contribute to a decision to prioritize a specific drug-ADR combination for further in-depth review. We applied a tool from the discipline of decision analysis to systematically assess the important attributes of spontaneously reported ADRs. A model was created that integrates these assessments and produces rankings for the signals generated from quantitative signalling methods. Although more research is necessary to evaluate the performance of this model fully, preliminary results suggest that the use of formal decision analysis approaches to support signal triage can provide potential benefit and will help meet an important need.